Toward the Marine-Earth Informatics

*Keiko Takahashi\(^1\)

1. Japan Agency for Marine and Earth Science and Technology

In this presentation, I would like to show you the importance and possibility why it is necessary what the Marine-Earth Informatics is. I shall introduce key concept and technologies that accelerate development of the academic field and industrial applications in the Marine-Earth Informatics. In addition, I would like to argue about the future prospects and ripple effects.
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Mission, potential, and prospects of d4PDF

*Izuru Takayabu*

1. Meteorological Research Institute

When stakeholders make decision how to adapt to the disaster caused by climate change, PDF information of extreme events is needed. The mission of d4PDF is to get such PDF. For this purpose, at least order hundred ensemble experiments have been done. Driving hundred ensembles by using Earth Simulator, we could set the resolution of the model moderately, not so coarse. In this case, we drive AGCM with equivalent grid size of 60km (MRI-AGCM3.2H), and downscale the calculation results by using 20km grid regional climate model (NHRCM20) around the Japanese Archipelago. Here the ensemble number has been increased by adopting many kinds of SST as the lower boundary condition. The perturbation is partly caused by uncertainty comes from the accuracy of observation data. It is clearly shown that hundred ensembles have potential to produce PDF of extreme events. However, the size of the dataset is over 2PB, which makes it difficult to be used in many kinds of adaptation issues.

All the calculation in d4PDF has been done by using the Earth Simulator, under the “strategic project with special support” of the center for earth information science and technology (CEIST) / JAMSTEC. Also, data integration and analysis system (DIAS) helped us archiving the calculated data. Fundamental support has been done with program for risk information on climate change (SOUSEI), sponsored by ministry of education, culture, sports, science and technology –Japan (MEXT).
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Earthquake and tsunami forecasting procedures using large number of simulation scenarios

*Takane Hori¹, Yasuhiko Igarashi², Masato Okada²

1. R&D Center for Earthquake and Tsunami, Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, 2. Graduate school of frontier science, the University of Tokyo

Recent progress in earthquake and tsunami simulations, we can calculate many scenarios for earthquake generation patterns and tsunami propagation patterns. For earthquake forecasting procedure, we propose a method that is based on spatio-temporal variation in slip velocity on the plate interface, which causes interplate earthquakes (Hori et al., 2014). Model outputs are not only information about the occurrence of great earthquakes (time, place, and magnitude) but also information about the physical state evolution that causes earthquakes. To overcome the difficulty in forecasting earthquake generation resulting from uncertainty both in the physical model and in the observation data, we introduce a type of sequential data assimilation. In this method, we compare observed crustal deformation data to simulations of several great interplate earthquake generation cycles. We are currently constructing a prototype, applying this forecasting procedure to the Nankai Trough, Southwest Japan, where great interplate earthquakes have occurred and are anticipated. On the other hand, for tsunami height forecasting, we constructed a model to forecast the maximum tsunami height by a Gaussian process (GP) that uses pressure gauge data from the Dense Oceanfloor Network System for Earthquakes and Tsunamis (DONET) in the Nankai trough (Igarashi et al., 2016). We studied the relationship between offshore and coastal tsunami heights with the aim of using DONET1 ocean-bottom pressure gauges for tsunami prediction. We assumed various tsunami models, including fault models and tsunami sources, and created a large number of simulations (more than 1,500) to reveal the relationship between DONET1 ocean bottom pressure gauge measurements and coastal tsunami heights. We found a greatly improved generalization error of the maximum tsunami height by our prediction model. The error is about one third of that by a previous method, which tends to make larger predictions, especially for large tsunami heights (>10 m). These results indicate that GP enables us to get a more accurate prediction of tsunami height by using pressure gauge data. We will further develop both earthquake and tsunami forecasting procedure using data driven science and high performance computing technology.
Smart weather forecasting by computing network comprising the Earth Simulator and edge servers

*Ryo ONISHI¹, Koya Mori², Fumiaki Araki¹, Ken'ichi Itakura¹, Shintaro Kawahara¹, Ryota Nakada², Noriyuki Takahashi², Keiko Takahashi¹

1. Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, 2. NTT Network Innovation Laboratories

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) and NTT Network Innovation Laboratories (NTT) have started a new collaborative research on the development of smart weather forecasting system that can bring new information infrastructure for future smart society. As illustrated in Fig.1, the system relies on a computing network, including the Earth Simulator at JAMSTEC and edge servers consisting the edge computing platform lead by NTT. The big data obtained from huge number of various IoT sensors are utilized to improve the forecasting in an efficient way in terms of both computation and network communication. The edge servers, in the vicinity of the users and devices, can provide detailed local weather information that can be of use for many local services. We will present the possible social applications as well as the new system itself.
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Quasi-realtime forecast using global nonhydrostatic icosahedral atmospheric model for the observation plan on the Earth Simulator.

*Mikiko Ikeda¹, Tomoe Nasuno¹, Satoru Okura¹, Hitoshi Uehara¹

1. Japan Agency Marine-Earth Science and Technology

The Earth Simulator was once top ranked in "TOP500" supercomputers between 2002 and 2004. Its third generation introduced in 2015 performs 32 times more FLOPS than the original one, and provides irreplaceable amount of computing resources to the earth science as well as many other fields. JAMSTEC manages and operates the Earth Simulator and supports its users with technical assistance. We run near real-time forecasts using global nonhydrostatic icosahedral atmospheric model (NICAM) on the Earth Simulator during field campaigns led by JAMSTEC. The close collaboration between in-situ observation and numerical simulation is one of major tasks of Marine Earth Informatics. In Pre-YMC (November - December 2015) campaign, we conducted real-time forecasts and provided the simulation results to the observational sites, including Research Vessel “Mirai” , via internet. Now we are working on the field campaign “the Years of the Maritime Continent (YMC)” (July 2017 - July 2019). We make improvement in the simulation setups, execution procedures, and the job scheduling method to efficiently run the forecast system on the Earth Simulator under a close collaboration between the research division and the operational division. We aim for better performances of forecasts both in physical accuracy and in computational performance.
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Large Scale Simulations of Dynamic Rupture Propagation to Investigate the Fault Behavior of Mega-Thrust Earthquakes

*Kenichi Tsuda¹, Jun'ichi Miyakoshi¹, Jean Paul Ampuero², Yoshiyuki Imato³, Daisuke Sugiyama³, Seiji Tsuboi³


The investigation of dynamic rupture propagation is very important to understand the seismic behavior of mega-thrust earthquakes such as the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The shallow parts of the fault (near the trench) hosted large slip and long period seismic wave radiation, whereas the deep parts of the rupture (near the coast) hosted smaller slip and strong radiation of short period seismic waves. Understanding such depth-dependent feature of the rupture process of the Tohoku earthquake is necessary as it may occur during future mega-thrust earthquakes in this and other regions, such as the Nankai Trough. In order to achieve such understanding, dynamic rupture modeling is an important tool (e.g., Galvez et al., 2014).

In this study, we have simulated the dynamic rupture propagation for models of the Tohoku earthquake. Our large-scale simulations used the 3D spectral element method on unstructured grids (Galvez et al., 2014) with performance tuning for the Earth Simulator at JAMSTEC. The number of elements in the mesh is 4,300,000 with 2 km size and polynomial order 4. The simulation takes around 10 hours of wall-clock time on 512 cores. The effective period for the simulation is longer than 1.2 sec.

Our model reproduced the depth-dependency of the rupture process of the Tohoku earthquake. We also examine the sensitivity of the results to model parameters and assumptions, for instance to the value of the slip weakening distance (Dc). We find that the value of Dc does not affect the final slip distribution, as long as it is small enough to allow the rupture to develop and propagate to the trench. A long Dc (order of 10 m) is reasonable in terms of fracture energy and promotes the generation of long period seismic waves on the shallow part of the fault.
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The Big Data Repository at the IRIS Data Management Center: Developing Standards for Services and Federated Access for Globally Distributed Data Centers

*Timothy Keith Ahern¹, Chad Trabant¹, Mick Van Fossen¹, Rob Casey¹

1. Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology

The IRIS DMC is the largest repository of seismological data from permanent observatories in the world. The archive at IRIS is nearly 1/2 petabyte in size and distributes nearly 1 petabyte per year to the scientific and monitoring communities. IRIS works closely with the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) in coordinating standards for data exchange formats, metadata descriptions, standardized web services, standardization of request parameters and federated concepts for data centers.

IRIS currently operates a large analytics engine that automatically assesses quality of data from seismic observatories. This "Big Data" problem has resulted in a powerful system that will enable researchers to receive data that have been filtered by their quality in addition to the specification of space-time constraints. As the volume of data increases in the expanding federated system of seismological data centers, IRIS is also developing a system called Research Ready Data Sets (RRDS) that will allow a user's data request to be filtered by their quality as measured by the quality assurance system at the DMC that is now fully operational.

IRIS is currently testing the concept of operating its data center infrastructure in both High Performance Computing (HPC) as well as Cloud Computing environments with the ultimate goal of this project to identify an appropriate environment in which to run a data center.

This presentation will describe several aspects of current IRIS DMC systems, how web services have totally changed our ability to service huge numbers of user requests, how have adopted new access mechanisms, and how quality assurance systems are now being used to improve seismic network performance as well new tools being developed that will make scientific researchers more efficient in conducting their research.
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Science Metadata Management, Interoperability and Data Citation of the National Institute of Polar Research, Japan

*Masaki Kanao¹

1. National Institute of Polar Research

The Polar Data Centre (PDC) of the National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) has a responsibility to manage the polar science data as one of the National Antarctic Data Centre (NADC) under the Science Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). During the International Polar Year (IPY 2007–2008), a remarkable number of data/metadata involving multi-disciplinary science activities had been compiled. Although a long-term stewardship of those accumulation of metadata falls to the data centre of NIPR, the efforts have been in great collaboration with the Global Change Master Directory (GCMD), the Polar Information Commons (PIC), the World Data System (WDS) and other data science bodies / communities under the International Council for Science (ICSU). In addition, linkages of metadata interoperability with other data centers, such as the Data Integration and Analysis System Program (DIAS) of the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS), the Polar Data Catalogue of Canada have been initiated in 2014 by using the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). The compiled metadata by the PDC of NIPR, moreover, are recently equipped an automatically attributing system of the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) by requesting to the DataCite through the Japan Link Center (JaLC).
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BISMaL as an integrated information system for marine organism: a current achievement and the next step

*Takashi Hosono¹, Hideaki Saito¹, Katsunori FUJIKURA¹, Akira Sonoda¹, Seiji Tsuboi¹
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In response to the concerns to marine environment issues, comprehensive grasping the information on marine organism has become more important. We started to develop an information system BISMaL (Biological Information System for Marine Life; http://www.godac.jamstec.go.jp/bismal/j/) that everyone can easily get various information on marine species around Japan (Tanaka et al. 2010). In 2016, BISMaL is nearly completed as one-stop online service with many functions: visualizing function for occurrence records of marine species as a map, browsing function for taxonomy, videos and images for a given target species, and data management service by data providers themselves. When focusing on the individual functions, there are several online databases similar to BISMa; OBIS as a global database for occurrence data of marine species, or WoRMS as a huge taxonomic database for marine species. Apparent from these online databases, BISMaL is a unique system from the viewpoint that the useful functions/services are tightly connected within the system (therefore, a one-stop service). BISMaL becomes a famous system specialized for marine biological information in Japan, but we are exploring what service we could provide as a next step of BISMaL. If the system could be connected directly to a system/database that store environmental data such as temperature, current or salinity, it would be possible to estimate causal relationships between distribution pattern of marine species and environmental factors on the next BISMaL. Alternatively, by using a large assimilated environment dataset instead of a simple observation-based dataset, it would be possible to refer environmental condition in any time and space even if biological data have no information of their habitat. We will review the functions/services in the current BISMaL, and discuss what type of services in the next BISMaL could contribute to progress of marine science or to resolving global environmental issues. [Tanaka et al. (2010) Data integration system for marine biodiversity constructed in JAMSTEC. JpGU 2010, Chiba.]
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Construction of long-term stability archive System for Ocean observation data of large capacity

*Tomoaki Kitayama\textsuperscript{1}, Takehumi Kishira\textsuperscript{2}, Shoko Matsuda\textsuperscript{2}, Shin Miyagi\textsuperscript{2}, Shun Ishiguro\textsuperscript{1}, Kazuhiro Irei\textsuperscript{1}, Tetsuo Toyomura\textsuperscript{1}, Hideaki Saito\textsuperscript{1}


The Ocean observation data obtained from manned/unmanned research submersibles of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) continue to diversity and increasing for development of new observation technique and improvement of instrument. For example, Multi-Beam Echo Sounder (MBES) for measurement of submarine topography capable of high-resolution measurement by shortening the measuring interval and collecting vertical beam more than ever before. JAMSTEC’s Ocean Observation data is particularly high academic value because it was observed under special environment of deep sea that cannot be easily accessed. It is widely used by various fields, it was necessary to keep without losses in the future. Accordingly, it is necessary to construct data archive system combining network and Large Capacity Storage that can be stored long-term and extract data from storage available if need.

The Center for Earth Information Science and Technology (CEIST) of JAMSTEC is possible to a long-term stability archive supposed the disaster recovery by making to increase the size of a storage volume and install the wideband/high speed network. The Ocean observation data is recorded in both of the hard disk and the magnetic tape that because to maintain data access and lower the operation coast. In the magnetic tape storage, by combine Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) and Linear Tape File System (LTFS), the flexibility of the operation is secured and lower the operation coast about power consumption or the like. Furthermore, we constructed the wideband/high speed network to introduce the data transfer system by User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and install the wideband network between bases in accordance with update the Science Information NETwork (SINET) of National Institute of Informatics (NII).

In this announcement, we report on the activity of data archive system in JAMSTEC.
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Classification and visualization of simulated clouds using machine learning

*Daisuke Matsuoka¹

¹Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

High-resolution atmospheric general circulation models reproduce realistic behavior of atmosphere in global scale. The data set generated by such simulation contains a large amount of information. One of the most important variable of the simulation results is a cloud. In order to understand such simulation results, it is necessary to visualize individual clouds and their physical properties. In the present study, we propose a new visualization method which enables scientists to classify and visualize them based on ten type cloud classification proposed by World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The proposed method is divided into two steps. In the first step, individual clouds are classified into six types (low clouds, middle clouds, high-clouds, low-middle clouds, cumulus, cumulonimbus) based on their vertical flow and altitude of top and bottom of them. In the final step, their clouds are further classified more finely into ten types (cirrus, cirrostratus, cirrocumulus, altocumulus, altostratus, nimbostratus, stratocumulus, stratus, cumulus, cumulonimbus) by their appearance using deep learning which is one of machine learning techniques. Here, we used photographs of these clouds, which we can easily download on the web, as training data. As a result, we succeeded in effectively visualizing three-dimensional cloud and their temporal behavior during complex atmospheric phenomena such as development of cumulonimbus and generation of tropical cyclone. The proposed method is beneficial to intuitive understand information-rich simulation data.
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Co-analysis of observations and LESs in MM21 district

*Tooru Sugiyama*¹, Sadohara Satoru²
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We have performed thermal and wind environment LESs in MM21 district in Yokohama. The used simulation model is MSSG (Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geo-environment). The spatial resolution is about 5m in horizontal and vertical axis. We have also made observations at the Grand moll park located center of MM21 district. At the center of the park, there observed some characteristic wind which blows to anti-direction of the area averaged wind. Here we will report the collaboration of these numerical and observational analysis in the micro-meteorology in the urban area, especially in the point of view that the number of data are highly un-balancing.
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Development of a web-application system for seismic waveform data observed at real-time with the seafloor seismic network, DONET

Sugiyama Daisuke¹, Morifumi Takaesu², Hiroki Horikawa¹, Kentaro Sueki¹, Narumi Takahashi³, Akira Sonoda¹, *Seiji Tsuboi¹
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It is well-known that devastating earthquakes have struck the Southwest coast of the Japanese Islands repeatedly in the past. Of these earthquakes, those that occurred in the Nankai Trough region are very significant, because they have caused extreme hazards in these coastal areas due to large tsunamis. In order to detect tsunamis in the earthquake source areas, JAMSTEC deployed the seafloor seismic network, DONET in 2010. The DONET system consists of an array of 20 stations in total, each of which are composed of multiple types of sensors, including strong-motion seismometers and quartz pressure gauges. The recorded data are transferred to a land station through a fiber-optic cable in real time. We have developed a web application system, REIS (Real-time Earthquake Information System) that provides seismic waveform data to some local governments close to the Nankai Trough. The main purpose of REIS is to inform local government officers as to what has actually occurred in the Nankai trough region when there is a large earthquake. REIS itself is not designed to issue early tsunami warnings, but it should be useful for local government officers to get every possible piece of information to quickly assess large earthquakes. We have ensured that the display of real-time waveform data from DONET is performed with a maximum delay time of approximately 2 seconds, even though we do not use dedicated internet connection at the REIS users’ sites. This delay time is considered appropriate to allow local government officers to promptly identify current seismic activity around Nankai Trough region. In 2016, the network has been enlarged to the west of DONET and about 30 new stations, DONET2, are added to the network. We have renovated the REIS system so that it may handle additional seismic waveform data without any problems. Also, since April 2016, the ownership of DONET has officially transferred to the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED). JAMSTEC has a contract for the operation of DONET with NIED and will keep the operation of REIS and event data system as it is.
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A strategy for industrial utilization of atmosphere-ocean simulation data

*Shinya Kakuta¹, Hajime Nishimura¹
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To extend socio-economic ripple effects by research and development activities by public organizations, this presentation discusses strategy to generate business utilizing super-computers and their results under cooperation with private sectors. Meteorological data, for example, data on air temperature and wind velocity, are data on the environment. In principle, there is no rivalry for data, because they can be duplicated. Thus, environmental data can be club goods without rivalry, excludable against business competitors. On the other hand, the environment is not excludable as public property.

To solve social problems, it is necessary not only to create successful cases but also to roll them out and operate them for a long term. More and more public funding requires prospects for social application by private entrepreneurs to supplement itself. On the other hand, public research organizations are also required to increase socio-economic effects caused by research results. But, public research organizations are too short of human resources to meet the requirement, occupied with on-going national projects. To overcome this difficulty, it is recommended to cooperate with private application developers so that benefits will exceed burdens on researchers in public research organizations. To reduce burdens on researchers in instruction of the application developers, private companies are to be found to undertake the instruction as their own business.

So that, in the earliest stage, socio-economic ripple effects will take priority to profit of public research organizations, densely populated areas or cities are not excluded, involving intermediate-user companies with high potential to secure customers or such end-user companies with numerous customers as in building industry.

In a view point of eco-system of data industry, needs are matched with seeds in multi-players to make supply-chains from these companies. Comparing existing weather and geo-informatics services, which could compete, the following strategies should be proper.
To aim at niche tops with the blue-ocean strategy without competing.

At first, assessment without repeated operation; next, seasonal prediction; in the future, short-term prediction for early alert.

To take shaping-type business strategy; to grasp a chance to form industry toward a profitable direction, utilizing facilities as a platform, flexibly coordinating cooperation among stake holders varying from immediate customers to end-users.

Keywords: industrial utilization, strategy, atmosphere and ocean simulation
経営戦略アプローチ

経営戦略パレット

「予測可能性」（将来の市場・環境の変化を予測できるか？）、「改変可能性」（自社単独で、あるいは他社と協業して、事業をつくり変えることができるか？）

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>予測可能性</th>
<th>低</th>
<th>高</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>低</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>Shaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>高</td>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>Visionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

研究成果の商業利用
気象・水文シミュレーション会社、コンサル、シンクタンク、認証機関、損害保険、マリコン、商社、等...の多様なステークホルダーからなる柔軟なeco-systemを経営のオーケストラのように

ビジョンを共有する上で自身の有利な方向に業界を編成

施設・設備をPlatformとして協業を編成・調整
Open data on the atmosphere and ocean for commercial use

*Shinya Kakuta¹, Hajime Nishimura¹
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It is discussed what guidelines for terms of use would be desired in permitting commercial use of open data on the atmosphere and ocean generated by public organizations. In some cases, users are charged for research data worthwhile. It is difficult to prepare rules, framework, and data-providing systems without supports of experts on accounting and intellectual properties for commercial use. According to questionnaire by Ono et al. (2016) over researchers community of DIAS and GRENE-ei, definite-term project of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 31.6 % of answers regarded NC (Noncommercial) of Creative Commons (CC) as agreeable for the provider side, if a researcher provided arbitrary others with data generated by oneself.

Most data freely downloadable from each ministry site are not academic research data. As their terms of use, Government of Japan Standard Terms of Use (ver. 2.0) is commonly adopted. The terms say, “…permitted to use without restriction, for example, to duplicate, broadcast, translate, and adapt, also for commercial use” under a certain conditions. However, the terms are not adopted for data with charge on use or with restriction on receivers and users. The terms are compatible with CC BY (Attribution). However, CC license is not suitable for cases with usage and support conditions and exemption from responsibility. Thus, terms of use of open source codes should be referred.

In a simple example, a data generator is equal to the reference on quality of the data, equal to a licenser. It depends on consensus among data generators whether their licenser is a natural or legal person. In the case that a licenser is natural, it could take time to respond to each use application, or farther, the licenser could become too short of time to decide to respond.

On the other hand, there are many research data generated from definite-term projects. Guidelines on data ownership are desired to determine whether data generators are natural or legal people, whether licensers are data generators or organizations in charge of open data, in case data generators could hardly continue to manage and open their own data.

Taking the above mentioned issues into consideration, we would like to discuss what guidelines are preferable for commercial use of data.
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Development of Information System Infrastructure for Efficient Data Publication in JAMSTEC

*Tomoki SASAKI¹, Toko Kaneshi², Maki Kinjo², Anri Nagayama², Hideaki Saito¹, Yasunori Hanafusa¹


The Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) archives and publishes large amounts of observation data and sample information obtained by cruise and dive surveys on a lot of database systems optimized depending on property of them. Therefore, efficient development and operation of the database systems are an important task in JAMSTEC.

One of the efforts against this task is development of common infrastructure system. Normally, every database system individually needs to be implemented all basic functions required for data publication. That causes an increase in system development cost and a decrease in efficiency of system operation. Furthermore, users of every database system are individually required to register user information, etc. That causes a decrease in convenience of users. In order to prevent these problems, JAMSTEC operates common infrastructure system implemented the basic functions required by every database system. The functions of this system are as follows.

- Access management
  This system is implemented the centralized control function of publication of the database sites and access communication from the Internet.
- User registration and authentication
  This system is implemented the function of user registration and single sign-on user authentication.
- Form creation and management
  This system is implemented the function of creation and management of the customizable form for inquiry and data usage request, etc.
- Web map service
  This system is able to provide the web map data for data visualization in every database site. Map data is selectable for every database site.
- Portal page
  This system provides the portal page of the database sites “GODAC Data Site NUUNKUI” (http://www.godac.jamstec.go.jp/jmedia/portal/e/).

Furthermore, we optimize system position and network architecture. Data volume, publication method, and work location of data management staffs are different for every database system. Therefore, the database systems dispersedly install at Global Oceanographic Data Center (GODAC) in Okinawa prefecture and Yokohama Institute for Earth Sciences in Kanagawa prefecture depending on these conditions. Although the both institutes are distant, these are connected by high speed network using Science Information Network 5 (SINET5). In addition, network areas for data publication in both institutes are virtually constructed as a single network area. Therefore, these efforts contribute efficient data management and stable data publication.

In summary, a development of common infrastructure system and an optimization of system position and network architecture contribute an efficient operation of the database systems and an increase in
convenience of users. As a result of that, it is expected that the utilization of data published in JAMSTEC is promoted.

Keywords: data publication, information system infrastructure
Development of a visualization and analysis system for earth science information

*Daisuke Matsuoka¹, Hideo Miyachi², Koji Koyamada³, Isamu Kuroki⁴


We have been developing a new visualization and analysis system which combines three-dimensional visualization software, multi-dimensional scatter plot matrix and parallel coordinate plot as the commissioned projects of A-STEP NexTEP B sponsored by JST. The system is able to treat various types of data format of numerical simulation and observation such as NetCDF and HDF5. In addition, the users can extract and visualize characteristic features of atmosphere and ocean by interactively setting of multi-dimensional color maps based on scatter plots matrix and/or parallel coordinate plots of multiple physical quantities. In this presentation, we introduce the prototype of the software and application results to atmospheric and ocean simulation data.

Keywords: Visualization, Scatter plot matrix, Parallel coordinate plot